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,.\P,STRACT

Physical Geodesy aims at describing points
on the surface of the earth and the requirement
that such description be invariant makes it necessary
for the physical vertical in one place bo related
to the corresponding vertical in another point on
the surface and in space. In this way, the study
of the geopotential, whose gradient defines the
direction of the vortical, assumes great importance.
All oporationally useful parameters of the earth
arise in a na turaI way.

In tho geodetic sciences, one deals with the
enerey of a system containing no scientific observer
and it is necessary that all observers confined to
tho surface of the earth and in space have tho same
experience of the system. It is clear that the
parameters under study are measurements made on the
surface of the earth and in space.

The methods "employed for the study qf the
eeopotential vary quite a lot but it is rcqu.ire'd
that the conclusions mnde about the natural
phenomcnona be invariant. Currently. the Majority
of solutions gi~c the gcopotential in terms of
sories of Ler,endre polynomials and functions of the
various kinds accordinn to tho-docree of approximation.
This is bec~use,under certain conditions, these
functions constitute a solutiort to Lnplaces,.
differential equation which is satisfied by the
potential of the ~arth outside the gravitating
m~sses. It is not_usually clarified~hether solutions
r,iven in terms these functions in special coordinate
systems correspond to,a potential as given by a
body such as the physical earth. Instead several
researchers point out that the oxhibition of the
potential of tho earth in spherical hannonic series
requires a coordinato surface to contain all the
gravitating masses [Cook, 1967 ], a condition which
is not satisfied by the physical surface of the
earth. Apart from lack of proper treatment of the
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prohlems of convergence, except recently by
[ Morrison, 1969, and Krarup, 1969 J, many artificial
ond probably ~nnecessary problems have been
introduced hy the desire to construct these co-
Qrdinate surfacos, the most serious of these being
tho requircIJcnt to quantify tho density of the
matter involved in this rcgularisation.

In this solution, these problo~s will bo
offset by abandoning tho dependence of tho solution
on the seperability conditions of Laplace's equation
in terms of Lceendre functions. Attention will be
paiJ to the parameters measured and obtainnble on
tho surface of the earth. In geodesy, one deals
with points, lines, curves, anglos, surfaces, etc.,
arul theso arc primi tive objects whoso proper study
and jnter-relationship \o/illyield Inforaut i.on about
the ohject (the earth) wh icb contains thew and the
nature of the £eopotential. In this way topolol,!ical
ideAS enter the mathematical formulation. These arc
introduced and skotched out at the beginning of
chapter ono. Topology underlies much of*tho logic
in nnalysing all geodetic systems. There is u common
belief expressed by severaI f-codosists [ llotine, 1969 ]
that the mathecatical foundations of geodesy are in
"a stat e of C'l"isis",to use the ,...ords of [ Krarup , 1969 J.
The solution of the geopotontial presented in this
thesis is therefore based on~igorous mathematical
exposition. although detailod proofs arc not presented,
references being usually quote.d (shown in squaro
brackets by author's name and yoar).

Vector spaces havo recently been used in their
proper sot t ing in-ms themat icaI geodesy as lli Ibert;

spaces and Bunach spacos spanned by Legendre and. .other function bases. A casual mention of these
objects is made in (1.2). "The notion of a oanifold
as a basic object of study in goodetic analysis is
introduced in (1.3) with a description of local
coordinates which arc admitted by manifolds. An idea
which is gathering strength in several geodetic
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analyses is the use of local coordinate ncighbourhoods
.•.,i th a final transformation into a g LcbaI co-
ordinate ~ystcm. This is obvious since all bcocictic
operations respond naturally to these cco~etic
local coordinate systems. Severnl appronches have
be on ~adc to define suitable locnl systems but
most of then depend on the dcflcxion5 of the vertical
[ Dufour, 1967 ]. As this solution 0110\</5 only the
natural paramoters and thorefore contains no
spheroids or .other approximations to the earth's
figure, it is necessary to use parameters dofined
naturally on tho surface of tho earth. In this way
the local system is choson with respect to the
gcopotential. The geopotential is a function of
position only in the definition but in subsequent
operations only the magnitudes arc required since
one is dealing with equipotential surfaces. These
level surfaces define loops on the surface of the
oarth which are integral curves of the geopotential.
One of the most important result of tilis analysis
is that an integral curve can be parametriscd by
specifying the parameterisation in one point only.
This facilitates the abandonment of analytic solution
and attention is paid to discrete solutions which
are in keeping with the practical operations. It
happens that t~esc particular int~gral curves also
have mi!limum cne rgy (z ero , since energy is posi tivo
in our caso) and this con~irms this result. The~.
local system is therefore selected within tho level
surfaces wi tllone vector normal to this surface
(in the direction ef the physical vortical). The
transformationfroni local neighbourhoods to a

r,lobal coordinate systom is prohably straight forward
and can be found in much of the geodetic literature
[Ilotine, 1969].

An attempt is made to calculate vertical
nnglos for the homogenous computation of geodetic
triangulation. It is assumed that the area is
gravimetrically well survoyed with enough orthometric
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hoIght; information from goodo t Ic levelling. The
assumptions rn~de in this calculations have been
shown by nucerical tests to be innocuous for the
clistnnces of the order of 200 km. The measured
distance (perhaps ,'lithsomo EDN cqu ipmcn t) is
assumed geodesic for the prevailing atmospheric
conditions of the geodetic operation. It is
prohnbly impossible to assess the naturo of precision
in a network without reference to some st ndard
atmosphere (which yields relative precision). It
is not possible to compare calculated vertical
angles in this solution with classical analysis
bocause tho data required would not be compartible
save in a ve17 hypothetical setting. The
construction of models is outside the scope of this
wo rk ,

In chapter two some mathematical objocts
which arc much used in geodesy are defined in a
form .tractable for use in discrete solutions. Tensor
arc therefore charactorised in (2.1) w~thout
necessarily dependine on definitions using indices
and transformation laws.

To offset the necessity of regularising the
topography,' one studies the system of level surfaces
as one progresses from sea lovel to cover the highest
point on the topography. By functional identification,
the geo~otential is made tp mirror the irregularities
of tho topography (as defin-ed in (1.5)). Attention
is therofore £ocused on the system of critical
points of the geopotential as a function with domain
on the surfaco of the earth. l>y Do direct plausibility
approach aimed at classifying these critical points,
it turns out that the gcopotential possesses
topOlogical invariants hitherto unknown in goodetic
circles. These fix once for all the topolor.ica1
characteristics of the goopotential. It is possihle·
to construct voctor space with these invariants as
dimensions. It is therefore clear that transformation
within these spaces will have invariant ranks.
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In (2.3) curvature properties of the earth
are FormuLated in relation to loops fomed by the
level surfaces. It happens that the inter-ral of
absolute curvature over tho surface of the earth
(2-dimonsional) is equal to the Euler-Poincare
characteristic of the r.eopotential wh Lch is one of
tho invariants found in (2.2). Curvature being an
intrinsic property of a surface, tho geoid can be
defomod continuously by an invariant transformation
until the r'ugg od surface is recoverod. It appears
that this invariant function is the absolute
curvature of tho surface of the earth.

The notion of the connexion in the fibro
bundle is presented in (2.4) for the sake of
geometrising.the geopotential. This implies tha
construction of spaces which ~irror the nature of
tho level surfaces of the geopotential and the
vertical field. In this way it is possible to
construct a space which can be decomposed into a
linear and a n~nlinear space. These spaces are
possibly infinite dimensional and the linear space
beco~efi a Banach space.

One~f the growing techniques of study of
the gravitational field of the earth entitles.the
study of the dynamics of artificial satellites.
In clas~ical solutions, it is the Kcplnrian orbit
wh ich is used us a norm ana then subsequently
perturbed in order to study the irregularities of
the geopotential. In our approach (3.1), this
point of view Js unnecossary since tho modoI problem
in celostial me-chunlcs can be rcnlised as the study
of flows genernted by vector fields on a torus. Tho
sy~plectic (or hamiltonian) vector fields preserve a
torus and the orbit can be studied as the set of
flows genorated by one parameter subgroups of a
group acting through a fixed point (the centre of
gravity of the earth). In this samo system, the
total energy of a satellite under the geopotential
is conserved. To any conserved 'quantity, there
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corresponds an invariant transformation. This
transformation is calculated as an au t ono rph i sm
thus mnppin~ one point into another automatically.
The torus nr Ls es (as a mu lti-ditnensional t oru s) out.
of the covering of the surface of the- earth ~y' a
torus through spherical tlodifications in the critical
5ubmanifolds. This type of analysis l.1sin:;::,Lie
rroups, suits quite wo lL the discrete app roach since
the critical manifolds arc countable. Any countable
set can be pnired with the integers and this
therofore permits the use of discrete suhr,roups
without recourse to magnitudes of the geopotentia1
(the r-iorsenumbe rs are integers).

It is envisaGed that the calculation of the
invariant trans formation from geodetic data \dll
facilitate a detailed study of external forces
acting on a satellite which call be seperated from the
geopotcntial (ufter considering other outside
gravitational attractions) hy comparison of the
calculated and ~easurod orhital parameters. Such a
study would probably involve sophisticated
~tatistical ideas (stochastic syste~s) and is
therofore a study in itself beyonJ the scope of this- . .wo rk , The study of group representations, usually
uscJ to penetrato flows, is presented in (3.2).

A. wo rd about the nature of this solution is
prob ab Ly in order. The st udy is theoreticnl in its
sotting and aims at discovering the nature of
paramoters and'suitable methods for use in the
discrete solut~on of the ceopotontial. It is genoral
not in the sens e of'n survey but in that it contains
almost all the pa~ameters which a.ri~e naturally
within the energy of the dolimited system of
gravitatini: masses of the earth. Perhaps it could
not be expected that final answers would be expected
of a solution to a problem of this magnitude. Within
this penetrating mathomatica1 formulation wh i ch were
in the past considered ahstract, it will probably be
possible to solve many practical problems which arc
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usually made more difficult by philosophically
inadmissible assumption about the geodetic system.

Finally n list of references is ~iven at
the end. The list cannot be considered to be
exhaustive since most of the ceodetic literature
rc fcrrcd to in this study wou Ld seem irrelevant
within the settinc of this stutiy. Hany of the
mathematical textbooks roferred to Hore of
background valuo and cannot all be listod at the
ond. Some papers, however, not specifically
referred to in tho text, are listed for their
outstanding value in pinpointing the loopholes in
the classical solutions.


